
Avatar Worksheet
A worksheet to help your brand create their customer avatar

Getting to know your customers and knowing their personal-

ities will help your brand connect with them. When it comes 

to understanding your ideal customer’s personality, you need 

to create what is called a customer avatar. While customer 

avatars are often associated with marketing, having an avatar 

in mind while you build and maintain your brand will help you 

in driving your brand in the right direction.

The avatars you setup are fictional character profiles you 

create based on the attributes of your ideal customers. 

Many times brands—especially entrepreneurs and even 

large corporations—have a tendency to leverage their brand 

around the personal preferences of someone in the business. 

This is harmful and quite detrimental to your brand because 

what they often forget is that they (you) are not your customer.
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AVATAR BASICS

	 Name

	 Age

	 Generation

	 Location

	 Living	Situation

Relationship	Status	 Number	and	Age	of	Children

Level	of	Education	 Career	Field

Position	 Income

Religion	 Political	Views

Additional	Comments
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AVATAR BEHAVIOR

Commute	 Travel

Purchase	Behavior	 Spending	Habits

News	Sources	(newspaper, smartphone, social media, other)

Challenges	(These are not your brands goals, but the avatar’s challenges)

Pain	Points	(These are not your brands goals, but the avatar’s pain points)

Goals	(These are not your brands goals, but the avatar’s goals)

Values	(These are not your brands goals, but the avatar’s values)
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AVATAR INTERESTS

Books	 Magazines

Blogs/Websites	 Social	Media	Platforms

Conferences	 Respected	Gurus

OTHER 

Objections	to	Purchase

Role	in	Purchasing	
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AVATAR BUSINESS INFO (Use If your avatar is a business)

Type	of	Business	 Type	of	Industry

Sells	To	 Annual	Revenue

Number	of	Employees	 Business	Location	

Years	in	Business
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